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In this paper a family of spaces is introduced which seems well adapted for the 
study of a variety of questions related to harmonic analysis and its applications. 
These spaces are the “tent spaces.” They provide the natural setting for the study of 
such things as maximal functions (the relevant space here is Tg ), and also square 
functions (where the space rg is relevant). As such these spaces lead to unifications 
and simplifications of some basic techniques in harmonic analysis. Thus they are 
closely related to Lp and Hardy spaces, important parts of whose theory become 
corollaries of the description of tent spaces. Also, as (“Proc. Conf. Harmonic 
Analysis, Cortona,” Lect. Notes in Math. Vol. 992, Springer-Verlag, Berlin/New 
York, 1983) already indicated where these spaces first appeared explicitly, the tent 
spaces can be used to simplify some of the results related to the Cauchy integral on 
Lipschitz curves, and multilinear analysis. In retrospect one can recognize that 
various ideas important for tent spaces had been used, if only implicitly, for quite 
some time. Here one should mention Carleson’s inequality, its simplifications and 
extensions, the theory of Hardy spaces, and atomic decompositions. tz 1985 
Academic Press. Inc. 
0. NOTATIONS 
!P++ 1 will be the usual upper half-space in IF?+ ‘; points in it will 
generally be denoted by (x, r) or (y, r) with x, y E [w”, CE IW+. We shall 
denote by T(x) the standard cone (of aperture 1) whose vertex is XE KY, 
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i.e., T(x) = {(y, t)) Jx - y( < t}. Similarly for any CI > 0, T,(x) = 
{(y, t) 1 (Jx - yl < crt}. For any closed set Fc IQ”, 24?(F) will be the union of 
the cones with vertices in F, i.e., W(F) = iJ,, FIJ~). Let 0 be the open set 
which is the complement of F, 0 = ‘F. Then the tent over 0, denoted by 6, 
is given as b = ‘B(F). Observe that if we take the Lipschitz graph = 
{x,t)(t=dist(x,F)}clR “,” ‘, then 0 is the set lying below this graph. 
1. DEFINITIONS OF THE SPACES T,” 
The first basic functional used below is the one mapping functions on 
rW;+ l to functions on R”, given by 
Jqf)(x) = (6,,, IfLY, tY$y (1.1) 
if q-coo, and 
A,(f)(x) = c-v,,;iprcx, lf(~, t)l when q = a. (1.1’) 
The “tent space” T; is defined as the space of functions f, so that A,(f) E 
Lp(R”), when both q and p < co. The resulting equivalences classes are then 
equipped with a norm, IllfIll,,, = II4Jf)ll p. 
The case q = cc (with p < co), requires a natural modification since ( 1.1’) 
is a “sup norm.” The space T”, will denote the class of all f which are con- 
tinuous in rW;+ ‘, for which A,(f)(x) E LP(R”), and for which 
IIIL -fill ao,p -+O, where e+O+, withf,(x, t)=f(x, t+c). 
It, will be easy to prove, on the basis of our remarks below that TP, con- 
sists of exactly those f which are continuous in R;+ l, so that A,(f) E 
LP(Rn), and for which f(x, t) has non-tangential limits at the boundary 
almost everywhere. 
Finally we reserve the definition of T; until later. It will be clear then 
why we do not define Tp” in the obvious way. 
We observe next that when 1< p, and 1 d q, then T; are Banach spaces. 
The triangle inequality is a simple consequence of Minkowski’s inequality. 
Let us also see why T; is complete. Consider first the case of .T;. The proof 
of the completeness follows from the following inequality. 
Ifh t)l d c,t-“‘“II&mLP. (1.2) 
In fact if B(x, t) is the ball (in 43”) with center x and radius t, then 
y~B(x, t) implies that (x, t)Er(y); so If(x, t)l binf,..(,,, A,(f)(y). The 
inequality (1.2) is then obtained by integration. For the completeness of Ti, 
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q < co, one can argue similarly. The main point to observe is that for any 
compact set K in R;+ ’ 
(1.3) 
One should also remark that the sub-space of functions with compact 
support in rW;+ ‘, which are in Lq(R”,+ ‘), are dense in T;, if p < 00 and 
q < co. Further details may be left to the interested reader. 
2. RELATIONS WITH CARLESON MEASURES 
Suppose dp is a measure defined on @++ ‘. Then it satisfies Carleson’s 
condition if 
(2.1) 
where B ranges over all balls in R”, B= ((x, t), d&(x, ‘B) > t} is the tent 
over B, and IBJ denotes the volume of B’. (Observe that we can make the 
space of Carleson measures into a Banach space with norm equal to the left 
side of (2.1)). As is well known (2.1) implies that 
J’,+, I+, 012 l&(x, t)l G c’ jRn If( dx 
+ 
(2.2) 
whenever u is the Poisson integral of an C,(W) function f; also conversely, 
the condition (2.2) implies (2.1). (See [ 33). Our starting point is the sim- 
plification and extension of the proof of the above given in [ 14, p. 2361. 
Stated in the notation used here the result is that whenever p is a Carleson 
measure, then iff is continuous in W;+ l, 
I~l{If(x,~)l’~}~~l{~oo(f)(X)‘~)I for each ;1> 0, (2.3) 
where 1.1 stands for Lebesgue measure in R”. From (2.3) it is obvious that 
j- IAx, t)l I&(x, t)l G s;p h ( lB I&4). lIA,(f)ll.~ (2.4) 
as an integration in 1 shows. 
All this can be restated as follows. 
’ Note that there our Carleson measures are defined on the closed halfspace R;+ ‘, and the 
tents B are closed in R;+‘, contrary to the usual usage. 
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PROPOSITION 1. The dual of Tf, is the space of Carleson measures. More 
precisely: the pairing (f, dp) -+ jf(x, t) dp(x, t) with f ranging over functions 
which are in Tf, and are continuous in ii%;+ ’ and dp over Carleson measures, 
realizes the duality of T& with Carleson measures=. 
Proof The fact every Carleson measure gives a bounded linear 
functional on Tk is of course contained in the basic inequality (2.4). The 
converse is easy. A linear functional on TL certainly gives (a coherent 
family) of linear functions on C(K), where K ranges over the compact sets 
of KY:+‘; this leads to a measure dp on &+I. Write dp = nldnl. Then con- 
sidering a sequence f,,(x, t) of continuous functions of compact support 
which converges to rl;cs, we get easily (2.1). However the continuous 
functions with compact support in R”,+ ’ are dense in Tk, and so we get 
that Jrwn f(x, t) dp(x, t) realizes the linear functional for all f E T&. Thus the 
proposition is proved. 
We now come to the atomic decomposition of TL. It is by now a well- 
known heuristic principle that duality for certain Banach spaces of 
“L’ type” is equivalent with “atomic decompositions” for these spaces. One 
could obtain the atomic decomposition for TL this way as a consequence 
of Proposition 1, but it is more enlightening to do it directly. 
We define a Tt, atom to be a function a(x, t) supported in & (for some 
ball B c PY), with supcl,,, la(x, t)l < l/lBl. Observe that A,(a)(x) < l/[Bl 
for XE B, and A,(a)(x)=0 if x# B. Thus 
lIArn(a I = llall Tj, 6 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose f 6 T&. Then f = C,oO= I ljaj, with aj atoms, 
/Zj~CandCIAjl<constant [IflIT;. 
Proof For each integer k, let 0, denote the open set Ok = 
{x I A,(f )(x) > 2’). (Recall that f is assumed to be continuous in rW;+ ‘.) 
Let 6, be the tent domain built on Ok, 6, = ((x, t)ldist(x, 'Ok)> t}. 
Observe that Ok30k+i~ ...;6k=6k+,= ..., and Uk 6, contains the 
support off: Let 0, = Uj Qr be a Whitney decomposition of O,, with the 
cube Q: having the property that diam(Qr) ~dist(Qr, ‘0,). Choose a large 
constant c (to be fixed later), and let BF denote the ball (in R”), having the 
same center as Qy but c times its diameter. Then we can write 6, - 6, + i 
as a disjoint umon 6, - 8, + , = U j Al, with A; = L?: n (Qz x (0, GO)) n 
(6, - 6,+ i), if c is sufficiently large. Now write a: = f. x~;~-~-‘IB~I -I. 
Observe that f = Cj fxd; = &j ‘lrar, with ny = IBj”l 2k+‘. Next notice that 
ur is an atom (associated to the ball BF), since If I < Zk + ’ in ‘6, + , . Hence 
~k,j~~=~k2k+’ cj lB$l <c’ zk 2k+’ cj IQ;1 =c’ xk 2k+1 lQkl<c” 
IIA,(f )II L1. Thus f = C Izrar is the required atomic decomposition ofJ: 
’ Recall that the class of such fare dense in TL. 
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Remark. The atoms defined above do not necessarily belong to T’,, 
since they may not be continuous. However this lack of continuity does not 
hinder the applications of the atomic decomposition. If one wants to 
restore the continuity of atoms, one can modify the construction above, 
and obtain the majorization ISI 6ClAjl Iail, which for most purposes is a 
satisfactory substitute. 
Next we want to describe a sharper version of the duality inequality 
(2.4), in anticipation of later results. 
We shall use another basic functional, (in addition to A,); we define 
C,(f) as mapping from functions on R”+’ to function on IR” by 
where the sup is taken over all balls B containing x. 
When dv is a measure in rW;+ l, we define C,(dv) in parallel with (2.5), 
i.e., 
c,(dv)(x) = WP, h IB Idv’:, l)l. 
PROPOSITION 3. 
s w”+, If(x, t)l ldv’:, f)l 6 c 1 Am(f)(x) C,(dv)(x) dx. (2.6) W” 
Observe that if we set dp = dv/t, then (2.6) implies (2.4). The proof of 
(2.6) is in the same spirit as (2.4), and is essentially already in [ll, 
pp. 113-1141. It suffices to takef and dp = dv/t to be non-negative. Clearly 
it is enough to see that for each il> 0, 
P{X, t)l.fG, f)>l) <cl C,(tdp)(x) & (2.7) 
&(f)(x) > 1 
because an integration in A will then yield (2.6). Now {f(x, t) > A} c lJj Bj, 
where lJ j Qi is a Whitney decomposition of {x I A,(f)(x) > A.}; and Bj is 
the ball with same center as Qj, but c times its diameter, with c sufficiently 
large. Moreover p(Bj) < lBjl C,(tdp)(x), for every XE Bj, by the definition 
of Cl. Hence ~{f>n) <Cj p(Bj)dCj IBjl inf,.,, Cl(t&)(x)<~’ Cj Se, 
Cl(~c1cLNx) = c’ jti,(f)(x)>,~ C,(td,u)(x). The next to last inequality follows 
because Qjc Bj, and IBj/ <c’lQjl. Thus (2.7) is proved, and with it the 
proposition. 
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3. THE SPACE T,p, WInI q < 00 
We shall now turn our attention to the spaces T$, with q -z co. As will be 
seen, the case of T”, considered heretofore represents a special situation, 
substantially simpler than the general case. Typical of the latter, and most 
interesting in the applications, is the case that corresponds to q= 2. In 
what follows therefore we shall concentrate on this case and adapt our 
notations accordingly. Thus we shall write 
A(f)(x) =( j If(Y? t)12$) 
112 
l-(.x) 
and 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
The first question that arises is whether the condition that f belongs to 
the tent space TP = T;, i.e., A(f) E LP( KY), is independent of the aperture of 
the cone used in (3.1). That this is indeed the case is a consequence of the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 43. Suppose 
112 
A’“‘(f)(x) = jr9 If(Y? w$$) > 
( 
N > 0. 
Assume p -C 00. Then 
llA’“‘(f III .v* ll-@‘(f )IIu with O<G~,~~<GO. 
To prove the proposition it suffices (after a change of scale in the x 
variables) to take p = 1, a > 1, and to show that 
IIA'a'(fh~~ c(u, PI IIA(f)llu (3.3) 
with A(f)=A”‘(f). 
For this we need two lemmas. For a closed set Fc R” denote by 
2(“‘(F) = U.d T,(x). 
LEMMA 1. For any (D which is non-negative, 
s s J @(y, t)dydt) dx6c, I @(y, t) t” dy dt. r,(x) &U)(F) 
3 The analogue of this proposition for the space Tg is simpler and was known previously, 
see [lo, p. 1661. 
5x0.62:2- I3 
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By Fubini’s theorem this follows immediately from the fact that 
if x is the characteristic function of the unit ball. 
The “converse” to this lemma is trickier, and requires the notion of 
points of density. Suppose F is a closed set whose complement 0 = ‘F has 
finite measure. Let 0 < y < 1; then we say that a point X E R” has global y- 
density with respect to F, if (Fn B(Z)l/lB(x)l 3 y, for all balls B(Z) centered 
at X. If F* are the points of global y-density with respect to F, then P is 
closed, F* cF, let 0* = ‘F*. Then 0*x0, but IO*1 6 c,/Ol. The last fact 
follows by applying the maximal theorem to x0, and observing {x E 0*} = 
(xmf(xo)> l-Y>- 
LEMMA 2. Suppose a > 0 is given. There is a y, 0 -C y < I, sufficiently 
close to 1, so that whenever F is a closed set whose complement has finite 
measure, and 0 is non-negative, then 
I 
@(y, t) t” dy dt < cm,? 
Bc’(F*) 
where F* is the set of points of global y-density with respect to F. 
Proof. After applying Fubini’s theorem, it is clear that we must prove 
the following. Suppose ( y, t) E B’(F* ), then 
Ix (7) dx>c,,,f’, (3.4) 
where x is the characteristic function of the unit ball. 
Now (y, t) E CP(F*) implies that there exists on XE F* so that 
I y- Xl <at. Next it is obvious by geometrical inspection that 
IB(X, at) n ‘B(y, t)l 6 c,lB(X, at)l, where c, < 1. (We use the notation that 
B(x, t) stands for the ball of radius t centered a x.) However, 
IFnB(y, t)l> IFnB(x,at)l- jB(X, at)n’B(y, t)l. 
By the global y-density property, IFn B(x, at)1 2 ylB(.$ at)l; thus 
IFn B(y, t)l 2 (y - c,)lB(X, at)l, and so if y is chosen sufficiently close to 1, 
we get (3.4). Lemma 2 is therefore proved. 
We now turn to the proof of (3.3). Fix 2 >O, and let 
F={x(A(f)(x)<A}, O=‘F= {xlA(f)(x)>A}. As above we take F*cF 
to be the set of points of global y-density of F, with 0* = ‘F*. We apply 
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Lemma 1 with @(y, t) = If(y, t)12 t-“-l (and F* in place of F). The result 
is 
F* 8”( F’ ) 
Next apply Lemma 2, again with @(y, t) = I~(JJ, t)l’t -“- ‘, and we obtain, 
s (A’*‘(~)(x)~ dx 6 c:,? i bwNxN2 dx. F* F 
It follows from this that 
Ifxl~‘“‘(f)(x)> AI <IO*\ ++jF(A(/)(x))* dx. 
However /O*( 6 c,lO( = c.,l {A(f) > A}[. Altogether then 
Icd4f)(xPw 6~ 
( 
lMWWW~l +$ I,,,,,,,,; ((/)(x))‘dx). 
(3.5) 
If we multiply both sides of (3.5) by Ap-’ and integrate we then get 
IIA@‘(f)lj, <cllA(f)ll,, for p< 24. There remains, then, the case p> 2. 
Observe that when p > 2, 
ll~‘“‘(f)ll2, = SUP I,. (A’“!~(x))~ @(xl d-c (3.6) 
IL 
where the supremum is taken over all non-negative I,$ which belong to the 
space L’(W) with r dual to p/2, and /1$11, < 1. However 
5,. W(f)W2 $(x1 dx= j V(.Y, t)12 x (7) $$ dy dt dx 
=a n i MY> a2 M,,(+)(Y) y9 (3.7) 
where M,($)(Y) = (l/s”) SIxI Gs $( y - x) dx, s > 0. The crucial observation 
to make is that 
M,,(IC/) G c,M,(+*) (3.8) 
4 For the argument up to this point see also 121. 
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with $* the maximal function of $. In fact one remarks first that if tj 2 0, 
the above being nothing more than the fact that 
where x is the characteristic function of the unit ball. Because M,,(e) < c$* 
we get (3.8). Thus by (3.7) 
1 w’(f)(4* Icl(x) d6 4jIf(.L t)12 w$*)(Y) 7 
= cl s (w))2~*(x) dxG c%w-1112, ll~*llr 
6 wu-Nl2,. 
Taking the supremum over all allowable Ic/ gives us then IIA’“‘(f)ll, d 
4w)llp with p < co (the limitation p < cc arises since the maximal 
inequality IIIc/*ll I < c,ll$ll, requires r > 1). The proof of the proposition is 
therefore complete. 
Remark. The conclusions of the propositions break down when p = co. 
In fact it is easy to construct anf, so that A(“)(f)(x) EL” but A@)(f) $ L”, 
whenever fi > ~1. (See also the remark in Section 6.) This is the first 
indication that A(f) E L”, may not be the appropriate definition for 
f~ T”. These matters will be clarified when we consider the dual of T’, to 
which we return. 
4. DUALITY AND ATOMIC DECOMPOSITION FOR Ti 
We shall now obtain the results on duality and atomic decomposition for 
Ti which are analogous to the easier resuls for T& presented in Section 2 
above. As mentioned before, parallel results proved by the same methods 
will then hold for the Tt spaces with 1 <q < co. 
We define first a T’ = Ti atom. This is a function a(x, t) supported in B 
(for some ball B c lRn), with JB la(x, t)l* dx dt/t d l/lBl. Observe first that 
A(a) = A,(a)(x) is supported in B (this follows from the definition of 8). 
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Next, 
where c, is the volume of the unit ball. Thus, 
s A(a) dx 6 (A(a)(x))2 dx)“2 ( jB dx)li’ 6 1. 
Therefore if a is an T’ atom, then a E T’ and \(a/\ f~ = jjA(a)ijL1 < 1. 
Let us also recall the definition of the functional 
We define T” = TT to be the class off for which C(f) EL”; the norm is 
then II W)ll L’L. 
THEOREM 1. (a) The following inequality holds, whenever f E T’ and 
g6 T”: 
s [w”+I Ifb, t) g(k t)l qsc!’ Nf)(x) C(f)(x) & (4.1) + LR” 
(b) The pairing (f, g) + jRn f(x, t) g(x, t) dx dtjt realizes T” as 
equivalent to the Banach space dual ofTI.’ 
(c) Every element f E T1 can be written as f = CAja,, where aj are T’ 
atoms, 2 j E @, and CIA,1 < constant II f II p. 
Proof of (a). The idea of the proof is taken from [lo, p. 148-1491. In 
this connection see also Deng [S]. We define the truncated cone P(x), by 
and set 
Th(x)= {(y, t)I Ix- yl <t, t<h} 
Nf Ih)(x) = jp, 
x 
) Ifh t)l 
5 More precisely, one has an identification of the dual of T’ up to an equivalence of norms. 
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Note that A(S(h)(x) is increasing in h, and A(S1 co)(x) =A(f)(x). For 
every g, we define the “stopping-time” h(x) as 
WI = sup Mgl h)(x) G MC(g)(x)}. 
Here M is a large constant; its size will be determined later and depends 
only on the dimension n. The key observation is that there exists a c = cwr 
so that whenever B is a ball of radius r (in IV), then 
I(xEBlh(x)Zr}l 2cr”. (4.2) 
From (4.2) we can prove that whenever @(y, t) is a non-negative function, 
then 
s @I+ cqy, t)t”dydf<c-l (4.3) + 
(compare with the statement of Lemma 2, where F= E* = R”). In any case 
the proof of (4.3) is a simple consequence of Fubini’s theorem. Now take 
@(y, I) = If(y, t) 1 1 g( y, t)l t -n- ‘. Then by Schwarz’s inequality 
s Iw”+, MY> t)l ldx t)l $%c-’ SA(flh(x))(x)A(glh(x))(x) dx A 
6 c- ‘M s A(f)(x) C(g)(x) d  
which proves (4.1), assuming (4.2). 
Now let B be any ball of radius r, and let B be the ball of the same center 
as B of radius 3r. It is an easy matter to observe that 
hj 2 dy dt 
B 
(A(glr))2(x)dx6~,~\i Igbs [)I - 
t 
<a, in; c*(g)(x). (4.4) 
The first inequality is proved by Fubini’s theorem; or if one wishes one can 
appeal to Lemma 1, with F= R”, a= 1, and @(y, t)= Ig(y, t)12t-1-fl~j. 
The second inequality follows from the definition of C(g). From this it is 
clear that (4.2) holds as long as the constant M* is strictly larger than the 
constant a, appearing in (4.4). 
Proof of (b). That every element g E T” (i.e., C(g) E L” ) induces a 
linear functional on T’, via f + jR;+l f(x, t) g(x, t) dx dt/t, is immediate 
from (4.1). Let us prove the converse. Suppose I(.) is a bounded linear 
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functional on T’. Notice that whenever K is a compact set in R;+ ‘, andfis 
supported in K, withfe L*(K), thenfE T’, with /If/l r~ 6 cJSI]~~~~, Thus I 
induces a bounded linear functional on L*(K), and is thus representable by 
a g = g, E L*(K). Taking an increasing family of such K which exhaust 
RF+ l, gives us a function g in Rz+ ’ which is locally in L*, and so that 
Kf) = j&q+* f(x, t) g(x, r) dx dt/t, whenever fE T’, and fhas compact sup- 
port K. (Such f are in an L*(K) by (1.3).) Testing 1 against all possible 
atoms, leads by the converse of Schwarz’s inequality, to the condition, 
l/lBl JS Ig(x, t)l* dxdt/t6 111]1*, all B, i.e., I]C(g)l/,,d 11111. This represen- 
tation of 1 is then extendable to all of T*, since the subspace off with com- 
pact support is dense in T’. 
Proof of (c). This conclusion is deducible from the duality statement 
(part (b)). However it is simpler to proceed directly, as in the proof of 
Proposition 2 in Section 2. We do this following the argument of [S]. 
Define 0, = {x I A(f) > 2k}, and using the notion of global y density (with 
y sufficiently close to l), discussed in Section 3, we let O,* = {x 1 M(xok) > 
1 --A}. Then Oz30k, IO,*1 <c,lOk], 6,*16,, with Uk 8,* containing the 
support of f: Let (Qj} denote a Whitney decomposition of 0:; O,* = 
Ui Q,“, with the cube QJ‘ having the property that diam QF%dist(Q;, ‘0:). 
Choose a large constant c, and let Bf denote the ball havmg the same cen- 
ter as Q,“, but c times its diameter. Then we can write 8,* - 6,*+, as a dis- 
joint union Ui A,:, where 
if c is sufficiently large. Now write u,; = f&; lB;l -1’2(pT)p1’2, where $ = 
jd: If(y, t)l* dy dfjt and set 2; = I B:I “*($)“*. We then have 
(4.5) 
Observe also that by its definition af is a T’ atom (associated to the ball 
Bf). Thus (4.5) will give the required atomic decomposition if we can show 
that 
C 1; < constant l/A(f)lJ.~ 
kj 
However 
We now invoke Lemma 2, with F= ‘Ok + 1, F* = ‘Ok*+ 1, a(F) = c6,*, , , and 
@(Y, t) = If(v, f)l’t-‘-‘?+ The result is that, j+~g+, If(y, r)I*dy dt/t G 
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cS+COk+l Mf)(x))* dx, where the right side is in turn bounded 
by (B,kI(2k+1)2 (by the definition of O,+,). Thus $< IB$(2kf1)26 
cl ~4?12*~. Hence 
~A;=c~ lB;l”21Q;11’22k<cC lQ;12k 
hh hh 
<cc lo,*12k’cc 10,12k<cllA(ff)ll~I 
k k 
and the proof of the theorem is concluded. 
5. DUALITY OF Tp SPACES 
The results up to this point deal mainly with the spaces Tp when p = 1 or 
p = co. We now turn to the theory of these spaces when 1 < p < 00. Recall 
that here we are dealing with Tf= {fl AJf)e Lp}; remarks about the 
applicability of these ideas to T,, p 1 < q < co, will be found in Section 8. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose 1 -c p-c CO. Then the dual to Tp is TP’, with l/p+ l/p’ 
= 1. More precisely, the pairing (5 g) = I,;+1 f(x, t) g(x, t) dx dt/t, realizes 
Tp’ as equivalent with the dual of Tp. 
Proof: Let us dispose of the case p = 2 first. Note that 
Ilf II%= jR” ~i(f&+=jRn{j, -.“I ~lfWl’~}dx x < 
= c, 5 Iw”il MY, tv$c + 
Thus T2 is a Hilbert space, with c,(., ), the pairing given by its inner 
product. We now pass to p # 2, and observe that the above shows also 
I dy dt Iw”+, If(y, t) g(x t)l 7=G1 + 
dy dt 
If(.K l) g(J5 t)l tl+n 
-1 < c, .r A(f)b)4gNx)dx, R" 
by Schwarz’s inequality. Thus 
I R"~, If(Y, t) ‘!dY, t)l y&q Nf )(x) A(g)(x) dx (5.1) + R” 
which can be viewed as simpler version of (4.1). 
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Now (5.1) immediately shows that every element g E TP’ (i.e., for which 
A(g) E Lp’), induces a bounded linear functional on Tp. We shall next 
prove the converse, when 1 <p < 2. Suppose then 1 is a bounded linear 
functional on Tp. By the argument already used in the proof of Theorem 1, 
we see that there exists a g, which is locally in L*(R”,’ I), so that 
I(f) = (f, g ), whenever f E Tp and f has compact support (in iw;+ l). Let K 
denote an arbitrary compact subset of rW;+ ‘; set g,= gxK; our main task 
will then be to prove that 
(5.2) 
where of course the constant will be independent of the compact set K. Let 
r denote the exponent dual to p’/2 (note that p’ > 2); then as in (3.6) 
ll~kK)ll2,~ = s;P i” -OgfJ(x) Ii/(x) dx, 
where the supremum is taken over all non-negative $ which belong to 
L’(R”), and for which li$11,6 1. By (3.7) the integral on the right side 
above equals 
This last integral can be written as (f, g), withf( y, t) = g,(y, t) M,($)(y). 
(Notice that SE Tp, since g, has compact support in IV’++ ‘.) How- 
;;;; l(f) = (J; g> G II4 llfll7-P3 and if M denotes the maximal function, 
A(f) G CWICI) ‘a,). But, therefore llfll 7-o G IIW)ll LfJ G 
ll~~~,~lILr~ll~~~~~Il~rd~‘II~~~~~llL~~. Altogether then 
which proves (5.2). As a result g E TP’. But the linear functional I is realized 
by (f, g ), whenever f has compact support (and such f are dense in TP); 
the desired conclusion is therefore fully proved for 1 < p < 2. To treat the 
case 2 <p < co, it now s&ices to see that the space Tp, 1 <p < 2, is 
reflexive. Thus by the Eberlein-Smulyan theorem [ 181 it suffices to see that 
wherever f, E TP, ilf,ll < 1, there exists a subsequence which converges 
weakly. By (1.3) and standard arguments, we can select a subsequence 
{f,} so thatf, converges weakly on L*(K), for each compact set Kc IL!;+ ‘. 
Let 1 be any bounded linear functional on TP. We know that there exists a 
gE Tp’, so that I(f) = (h g). For every E, find a compact set Kc R;+ l, so 
that llA( g - gxK)II LP’ G E; we write g, = gxK. Thus 
4fn,)-l(f)= (ft7,-f,p s>= <fn,-fp g,)+ <fn,-fn,, g-g,). 
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The second of these quantities on the right side is bounded by 2s (in view 
of (5.1)), and (f,, - fn,, gK) + 0, as ni, nj + co. This proves the weak-con- 
vergence, and concludes the proof of the theorem. 
6. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE FUNCTIONALS A AND C 
We have seen in Sections 2 and 4 that the dual of T’ is characterized by 
the functional C, while the dual of TP, 1 < p < 00 (being Tp’), is charac- 
terized by A. It is natural, therefore, to look more closely at the relations 
between A and C. We shall see that if 2<p<co, IIA(f)ll,,xllC(f)l(.p; 
thus the functional C can be used to give a uniform characterization of the 
spaces Tp in the range 2 < p 6 co. The precise result is as follows: 
THEOREM 3. (a) Zf O< p< co, then 
ll4f )II, d c,llC(f III,. 
(b) If2<p<~o, then 
IlC(f)ll, G cpl14f III,. 
Proof of (a). Let us remark that the case 1 < p < co follows immdiately 
from what we have done above. In fact if [IC(f)l co, then by (4.1) f 
belongs to the dual of TP’; and thus by Theorem 2, A(f) E Lp. However one 
can go further and relate the distribution functions of A and C; this 
requires, however, that we also take into account A’“‘(f ), for apertures u 
larger than 1. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a fixed ct > 1, and a constant c, so that for all 
O<y<l andO<I<m, 
I(xIA(f)(x)>21;C(f)(x)~y~}l <cy* I{x)A”‘(f)(xW}l. (6.1) 
We now prove (6.1). Let UQk be a Whitney decomposition of the open 
set {A’(f)(x)>A}. Then for each k, there exists xk~{Am(f)(x)<~} so 
that dist(x,, Qk)<4diam(Q,). (See [14, p. 1671.) Since A’“)(f)>A(f), 
(ct>l), the set {A(f)(x)>2A} . is contained in the {A’“lf > A}. Thus to 
prove (6.1) it suffices to show 
I{x~Qk%f)(xbW C(f)(x)G~~)l G~y’lQd (6.2) 
Let B denote the ball containing Qk of equal diameter, and let r be its 
radius. Thus diam(Q,) = 2r, dist(x,, Qk) < 8r, and Ixk - xl < 10r if XE Qk. 
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Write f =f, +f2, where 
f-,(X> t)=.0x> t) 
f*(x, t) =fb, t) 
if t > r, 
if t < r. 
so A(f)(x) 6 AU,)(x) + 4fJ(x). 
First note that whenever x E Qk, then 
Nfl(X)) 6 AYf)(Xk) 6 1. (6.3 1 
In fact 
So to prove (6.3) it suffices to show that whenever (y, t) is such that 
Ix - yl < t, t 2 r, then Ixk - yl. However Ixk - yl 6 Ix - yl + Ixk -xl d t + 
lOr< llt. Hence (6.3) is proved if a> 11. 
Next by (4.4) since A(f2)(x) = A(fl r)(x), we have 
+j j L4(f2)(-a2 dx 6 4 ,‘tf, C2(f)(x). 
B 
However, if the set appearing on the right side of (6.2) is non-empty there 
must be at least one X E Qk c B so that C(f)(x) 6 ~1. The result of this is 
that 
h J Mf2)(x))2 dx G %Y2A2. 
B 
Thus I~~~Q~~2~f~~~~~~~l~I{~~~I~2~f~~~~~~}l~~,~2~2l~l~~l~2) 
= cy21Q,(. Therefore the set where A(F)(x)>211 is contained in the set 
where A(f2) > 1, since A(f,) < 1 by (6.3); and we get therefore (6.2) which 
proves the lemma. 
To prove part (a) of the theorem, take the inequality 1 {A(f)>21}/ < 
I { C(f) > yA}l + cy’l {A’“‘f> A}/ (which is an immediate consequence of 
(6.1)), multiply both sides by pip- ’ and integrate in 1. The result is the 
inequality 
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Now invoke the inequality lIA”‘(f)il, Q C(CL, p)lIA(f)II, (see (3.3)), and we 
obtain IlA(f)ll,< Cpl/C(f)li,, if we choose y so small so that 
cy’c(cr, p)“< 2-“, under the assumption that l]A(f)ll, < co. This last 
assumption can be removed by carrying out the above argument for f,K, 
where K ranges over an increasing family of compact subsets which exhaust 
[Wn+l + 
To prove part (b) of the theorem, we need only remark that if B is a ball 
of radius r, and y E B, t 6 Y, then 
where x is the characteristic function of the unit ball. As an immediate con- 
sequence of this we have that 
(-4fN~)~ dx. 
Now take the supremum over all balls B containing x. The result is that 
W(f)Ga2 6 c-‘WAfW2, where M the standard maximal function, 
which then proves part (b) of the theorem. 
Remarks. (a) Simple examples show that the range of p’s given in the 
above theorem cannot be improved. Take the case of R:. Consider the 
sequence of discs (Dk)pz i, whose centers are (2-k, 2-k) (so they lie on the 
half-line x = t, t > 0), and their radiis are p2 Pk, where p is small. Let f = 1 
on Uk Dk = 0 elsewhere. Then it is easy to see A(f)(x) is unbounded, in 
fact A(f)(x)z(log 1/x)li2, as x+0+. However if LX is sufficiently small (i.e., 
such that the cone 1x( 6 at is disjoint from lJk D,,) then A’“lf(x) E L”, and 
C(f)eLm. In the other direction, if we let f(x, t)= IxI-~‘~ (logll/~~))“~-” 
(log l/f))“2PE, for x,t near the origin, and f = 0 elsewhere; if E >O, then 
f E L2( R:, dx dt/t), thus A(f) E L2. However, 
i j 
112 
C(f)(x)> IBl b i If(Y, wq 3 clxl-“2(lOg 1/lxl))2” 
if we choose B the ball centered at x, of radius 21x1; hence C(f) $ L2. 
(b) Let us remark that if 2 < p < cc every f E Tp = T,P can be factored 
asf=g.v, withgET% and VET?, and conversely. First suppose g E TP, 
and v E TT. Then 
C2(f)(X)=C:2(Ry)(X)=~~~~~~Ig(X,t)121Y(X,t)12~ 
1 
y:pBm B s A2,(g)(x) dx 6 cM(A2,(g)) E Lp’2, 
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by Carleson’s inequality (2.2) and the maximal theorem. Hence C(f) E Lp 
and f~ Tg. In the other direction, assume A(f) E L2, and let g(x, t) = tr” 
p . also if x E B, t < radius of B, we ~~~~Lp;:C~~~~~;,!y”“’ dr. Then g E T, T 
XE~ (~(W)‘))“‘(x) 2 c’(lllBl) Se (&7*(y) dy, where B 
is the bail w<th the same center as B but twice the radius. So if v(x, t) = 
.0x, f)lg(x, t), then 
and thus v E T,“. 
7. INTERPOLATION OF TP SPACES 
We turn to the theory of complex interpolation of our spaces. The first 
step is the following: 
LEMMA 4. Suppose l<p,<p,<co,O<8<1, and 
Then 
l/P=(1--)/P,+WP, 
[ Tpo, Tp’], c TP. 
Here [ , lH is the complex method of interpolation described in [l, 
Sect. 31. 
To prove this it s&ices, consider any function z + F(z), from the closed 
strip 0 d Re z < 1 to the Banach space Tpo + Tp’, which is continuous and 
bounded (in the norm) in the full strip, and holomorphic in the open strip, 
which satisfies 
IIeb)II T/v < 1, llFC’(1 + iy)II TPI 6 1, -co<y<co, 
and to show that as a consequence, F(B) E TP, with 
(7.1) 
ll~(~)ll7-fJ 6 1. (7.2) 
Let K be an arbitrary compact subset of rW;+ ‘. To prove (7.2) it of 
course suffices to show that IlxKF(0)ll TP Q 1; but the advantage is now that 
in view of (1.3), the mapping z --, G(z), with G(z) = xKF(z),’ is continuous 
and bounded (in L*(K)) and also analytic in this norm, in the strip. Now 
choose a function ,II/ on KY x aB” x [w’ so that 
i ,,i--y.,c, I~(X~ Y, t)l’$% 1 all x, 
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but otherwise $ is arbitary. Set 
H(z)= j 
dy dt 
Ix - yl < I 
G(z)(Y, t) vQ(x, Y, t) tl+n. 
Then it is clear that [H(z)1 < A(G(z)) <A(F(z)). Moreover, 
H(iy) E Lpo(R”), H(1 + iy) ELYR”), and IIH(iy)llpo 6 1, /I H( 1 + iy)ll,, Q 1. 
Thus by the standard interpolation theorem H(@E Lp, with llH(e)/,< 1. 
Using the arbitrariness of $, this implies that 
ll4~(~))llLP=sup II~(x,~(e))llLP< 1, 
K 
and thus (7.2) is proved, and with it the lemma. 
Now it follows from our duality result (Theorem 2), and the duality for 
interpolation (see [l, Sect. 12.1) that we have the reserve inclusion when 
1 <pO<p<p, < cc. Thus we have shown that 
[ Tpo, Tp’ls = TP ifl<p,<p<p,<cc. (7.3) 
In order to have the full scale of interpolation, we need the following. 
LEMMA 5. [TPo, TP’]B3TP, if l/p=(l-Q/p,+fI/p,, 0<8<1, and 
l~p,<p<p,<oo. 
What we must show is that given an f~ Tp, with llfli T,, < 1, there exists 
an analytic functions z + F(z) of the type described above so that F(8) =f 
while 
ImiY)IITPo+ IIF(l +iY)IIm 6c. (7.4) 
We shall need two observations. The first is in effect a strengthening of 
Lemma 2. The statement is 
s @(Y, t) HY, t) t” dy dt < c 
(7.5) 
WF’) 
Here $ is a non-negative function supported on F, 
i(~,t)=~Jl~-.“,<,~(x)dx, $*(x1 = SUP Ii/b, t). 
tro 
To prove this we need to show that whenever (y, t) E a(F*), then 
Il/(Y, t)$ j (x&*)(x) dx. (7.6) 
Ix- VI <f 
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However (y, t) E&?(P) implies 32~ F*, so that IX- y/ <t; and the 
definition of F* guarantees that IB(X, t) n Fj 3 ct”. However, Il/(y, t) < 
c inf, E B(y,2r) It/*(x). Since lx-y1 <t, then B(x, t)~B(y,2t), so $(y, t)< 
c ink E B(x,r) $*(x). Integrating this over F gives (7.6), and hence (7.5). 
To state the second fact we need to recall the notation used before: if 0 
is an open set, then 0* = (xl M(xO) > 1 - 7 ), for an appropriate y < 1. We 
know that IO*1 dclO[; the sharper form we need is that, whenever 
d(x) 2 0, 
s o* d(x) dx d c j. 4*(x) dx. (7.7) 
This is merely a special case of the maximal inequality 
w(.rlf*(x) > 2) d c/;i J.~(x) w*(x) dx, proved in [ll). Now armed with 
(7.5) and (7.7) we can turn to the construction of F(z). Let O,= 
{X 1 A(f) > 2”}, and 0: be th e sets used in the proof of Theorem 1 of Sec- 
tion 4. We observe that 
This follows from (7.5) upon taking @(p, I) = jf(y, tfJ2t-1-“~,~, 
F=‘Ok+,t and &(F*) = “6,*+, . 
We now define F(z) by 
where fkk f)=f(x, ~).xo~-o~+, and a(z) = ( 1 - z)/pO + z/p,. Clearly, 
F(@)=.f, since a(0)p- 1 =O. Also JF(z”)J <Ck 2k(p’J’o-‘) l&j = F,. 
Let us estimate the Tpo norm of the sum. There are two cases: 
16~~~2 and 2<p,; 
W.&o - 1) 
consider the case 1 d p,, 6 2 first. We have P0 = 
~;skMm ~ 1) A ii’);, and hence 
* since the fk have disjoint support. Thus A(FO)’ = 
A(F,)“< C 2k(p--p%4(fk)~~ since p0 6 2. 
As a consequence 
A(F,)p”dx<~2k’p-P0) (A(fk))Podx. 
I 
However, A(fk) is supported in O,+ - Ok+ r; thus Ed 2k+ 1, and 
~~(f~)Pod~~2’k+“Po10~l, and hence ~A(F,)PO~X<~~~~P]O~I < 
c~2kpiokl d c@(f)P dx = cllj-ll R d c. 
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Next assume that p0 > 2. Then 
II4~o)ll ;o = SUP J 4FiJ2(x) Ii/(x) dx 
taken over all 11/ > 0, with \\$\I L, 6 1, where r is the dual exponent to po/2. 
Now 
since the fk have disjoint support. The last sum is majorized by 
c2 Wplpo- 1)I A(fk)2(x) ‘b*(X) dx, 
@$-Ok+1 
if we use (7.8), and recall that fk =fx~ _ ok+, . Now the sum above is in 
turn majorized (Since A(fk) d 2k + ‘) by 
c 12 2WPo 
rl/*(x) dx, 
k 
which in turn is dominated by C~I,22kP’Po~A(f),2k $**(x)dx because of 
(7.7) applied to 4 = $*. In the last sum we interchange the order of sum 
notion and integration. The result is that 
j A&J2 t)(x) dx,< c j (A(f))2P’Po $**(x) dx. 
We now apply H6lder’s inequality with exponents pO/2 and I-. The right 
side is therefore dominated by CllA(f)/I~/p~ /I$**llr<C’, and the case 
p. > 2 is taken care of. The estimates /F( 1 + iy)lj TP, <c are exactly the 
same. Thus the lemma is proved. 
Finally we can invoke duality again, and the reiteration theorem of 
Wolff [ 171. The result is 
THEOREM 4. Suppose 1 < p0 < p < p, d GO, with l/p = ( 1 - 8)/p, + O/p,. 
Then 
[ Tpo, TP’lH = TP. 
One can also apply the real method of interpolation to the spaces Tp. A 
typical example is as follows. We denote by [I., .le,, the real method of 
interpolation as in [O]. 
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THEOREM 4’. [ TPO, TJQy = TP, if 1 6 p,, < p < p1 < co, l/p= 
(1 -WPo+WP,, 4=p. 
Proof: Assume first p, < co. Recall that if B, and B, are appropriate 
Banach spaces, the function K(t, .) is defined as K(t, f) = 
inf{ llfoll B. + fllfi II B, 1, where f = f. + fi ; the norm II f /I ,+ is given by 
(J;(t-@K(t, f))” &/t)““. We now take B, = Tpo and B, = Tpl in the 
definition of K( t, f ), Next, given .f, let F= A( f ), and notice that if f = 
fo+fi, F<A(f,)+A(f,). Thus if we define &(t, F) in the analogous way 
(but now with B, = Lpo and B’ = LPI), we see that R(l, F) d IIA(fo)llLo,,+ 
~ll~(fINLPI = llfollrm+ Ufi lITPI. When we take the inlimum over all decom- 
positions f = f. + fl , we get that K( t, F) < (t, f ), and hence by the real- 
interpolation theorem applied to the Lp spaces we have that 
[ Tpo, Tp’ J H.r, c TP. We need therefore prove the reverse inclusion. Thus sup- 
pose we have f E TP and set F= At3’(f). Here we have taken the A 
functional with aperture 3. Let F* denote the non-increasing rearrangement 
of F on (0, co), cx = l/p,- l/p,, and set A= F*(P). We let 0 = 
(xlA3(f)(x)>~} and writef=f’+ft, where 
f’=f in0, 
f,=f in ‘0. 
Now Q&f)< llf’llm+Wllm= II~~f~ll,,+~ll~(f,~ll~~,. Thus in 
estimating jF( t-‘K(t, f ))” dt/t we get two terms, one corresponding to f ‘, 
the other to f,. For the lirst term notice that A(f) f A(f) 6 Af3)(f) = F, 
and A(f ‘) is supported only in 0, i.e., where F> A. Thus for the first term 
the contributions to fg(fmeK(t, f))” dt/t is dominated by 
if we use the Lorentz space inequality in [15, p. 1921. The latter term is 
dominated by c~g’-‘(j~F*(u) u ‘lpo-’ du)q dtlt. Making the change of 
variables t” + t, and using Hardy’s inequality (as in [ 15, pp. 198-199]), 
shows that the integral is dominated by 
W”(~*(t))P ,p/po$= c’ j- (F*(t))” dt 
0 
= c’lW3Vf III :: G cllf II PTPP) 
since q = p and -6$/u + p/p0 = 1, by virture of the fact that c( = l/p0 - l/p, 
and by Proposition 4. The estimate involving the term A(f,) is similar once 
we make a key observation. It is this: A( f,) 6 A(f) < Ac3’(f) for x E ‘0; for 
x E 0 we have, A(f,)(x) < 1. In fact, a simple geometric argument shows 
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that if x E 0, and X a point in ‘0 of minimum distance from X, then T(x) n 
“0 c I-(3J(X). Thus A(f,)(x) d I, and we then proceed as in the first term. 
The restriction that p1 < cc is lifted by duality, and using Wolff’s reiteration 
theorem as before. 
8. FURTHER REMARKS ABOUT T; 
(a) The results described above for T”, and T$’ go over, with little 
change, to cover the case of T;, with 1 < q. We list the main modifications 
needed. An Ti atom is defined as a function a(x, t), supported in B, and 
satisfying 
dx dt 1/Y 
I&, t)l” - t 
< l/l BI ’ ~ 1’y. 
The substitute for (4.1) is the inequality 
5 aB”+, If(X? t) d-? t)l$% c j A,(f)(x) C&)(x) dxs R” 
where l/q’ + l/q = 1 (C,. is defined in (2.5)). The definition of T,” is then 
taken to be {fl C,(f) EL” >. The dual of T; is then T;:‘, where 1 G p < 03, 
1 < q < co. (The case q = co, requires that we allow measures to enter in the 
definition of Tf’.) We also have IIA,(f)lj,<c(p, q) I/C,(f)/,, when 
0 < P < 00; also IIC,(f)ll, 6 c’(P, q) ~,(f)ll,~ when 4 < P. 
(b) It is also interesting that two important results extend to the case 
p 6 1. Thus the atomic decomposition holds for T,“, where p i 1, 1 < q < cc 
in the following sense. Define a T,” atom as a function a(x, t), supported in 
B, and satisfying Jsla(x, t)14 dx dt/t < I BI ’ -“lp. 
The argument proving part (c) of Theorem 1, then also gives the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose f E T,p, 0 < p < 1, 1 < q < co. Then f = x,2 , 
,Ija,, where aj are T; atoms, ,$E C, and Cl,IJp d constant lifli $,. 
Similarly the proofs for Lemmas 4 and 5, and the appropriate 
generalization of the detintions of [ , Is, and [ , I@,, leads to the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose 0 < p0 < p < p1 d co, l/p = (1 - 0)/p, + 8/p,, 
then [ TPO, TP’IB = TpO and [ TpO, TpL]B,y = Tp if p = q. 
We shall see an application of this fact below. 
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9. SOME APPLICATIONS 
A. Maximal Functions 
Suppose f~ Lp(R”), f(x, t) = (l/c,t”) j,,, <, f(x-y) dy. For any fixed 
function p on rW;+ l, define the maximal operator M, by 
V-f,f)(x) = sup IAx, t) Ax, t)l. 
o<r 
The question we deal with is what are the conditions on p that guarantee 
IIM,W(x)ll uJ(R”) c Wll L.q R”)’ 
THEOREM 5. Suppose 1 < p < CQ. Then ( 1.1) holds if and only if 
1 
sups B N 
sup Ip(x, t)l 
) 
’ dx < c’. (9.2) 
rGr 
Here the sup is taken over all balls B, with r equaling the radius of B. 
The necessity of the condition (9.2) is obvious; we merely need to test 
(9.1) forf= xB. To prove the sufficiency we use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose F(x, t) E Tf, , then 
s sup IP’(x> t) F(x, t)l dx G Wll r; W” o<r 
if 
1 
- 1 sup J/i(x, t)l dx Q cr. 
IBI B *<r 
(9.3) 
To prove the lemma we invoke the atomic decomposition for Tk 
(Propostion 2 in Sect. 2), which reduces matters to an obvious verification 
for atoms. In fact if a is an atom associated with the ball B, then a(x, t) is 
supported in B and la(x, t)l d l/lBl. Thus 
sup IP’(x, t) 4x, t)l d sup IP’(x, t)l l/lBl 
o<r r<r 
and the conclusion follows for atoms, and hence by addition for arbitrary 
elements in Tk. The sufficiency of (9.2) is then an immediate consequence 
of the lemma, when one takes ~‘(x, t) = [~(x, t)lP, F(x, t) = IS(x, t)l*, and 
one observes that FE Tf, by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem. 
The atomic decomposition for Tk can be used also in other circumstan- 
ces. Thus while Theorem 5 above deals essentially with the perpendicular 
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approach, one can also use similar methods in treating approaches more 
extensive than the usual “non-tangential” one. For these matters, see [13]. 
B. Hardy Spaces 
The close connection between the T$ spaces and the Hardy spaces HP is 
evidenced by the following theorem. 
We fix a function I$ which satisfies: 
(i) 4 has compact support (say in the unit ball) 
(ii) 1$(x)1 d M, I&x + h) -#(x)1 < M(lhl/lxl)“, for some E > 0, 
(iii) &(x) dx = 0 
(iii,) jx)‘#(x) dx = 0, all IyI <N. 
Write 4, = &x/t) f Pn, t > 0. 
We shall consider the operator rcg defined on Tf by 
(9.4) 
A word about the precise definition of (9.4). We shall consider the operator 
initially defined on the dense subspace of T$ consisting off which have 
compact support in R;+ l. In view of (1.3) the integral (9.4) is then well 
defined, and n@(f) E L*( KY) for such f: 
THEOREM 6. The operator (9.4), initially defined as above, extends to a 
bounded linear operator: 
(1) from T$’ toLp(W), ifl<p<co, 
(2) from Ti to Hl(lR”), 
(3) from Tr to BMO, under the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) on 4. Zf 
(iiiN) is satisfied with N B n[ l/p - 11, then z4 extends: 
(4) from T$’ to HP(W), p < 1. 
Proof (1) It suffices to bound JR” n+,(f)(x) g(x) dx, for g E Lp’( UP). 
Carrying out the indicated integration shows that this integral equals 
J$+I f(x, t) g(x, t) dxdt/t, which in turn is majorized by cJA,(f)(x) 
A,(g)(x) dx, see (5.1). Here g(x, t) = g * $,, with i,(x) = d( -x/t) t-“. Now 
A2(f)eLP(R “) with IIA2(f)llp= llfllTg. Also thestandard theoryofvector- 
valued singular integrals shows that llA2(g)llp, < cl(gll,,. (See [14, 
Chap. 31.) Thus l J(n,f )(x) g(x) dxl G cllf II T~llgllpe, and Ildf )!ILPG 
cllf II T;, proving part (1). 
To prove (2), we shall show that rcr maps a Ti atom to a bounded mul- 
tiple of an H’ atom. To see this suppose a(x, t) is such a Ti atom, 
associated with the ball B. Then a(x, t) is supported in B; since 4 is suppor- 
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ted in 1x1 < 1, it follows from the definition of rcn), that @a) is supported in 
the ball B* having the same center as B, but twice the radius. Moreover 
j[~~(a)1~ dx < cl[allti = c’jla(x, t)12 dx dt/t = c’/lBI. Finally ~+(a) satisfies 
the moment condition s Rn x4(a)(x) dx = 0, since jb(x) dx = 0. 
The proof of (4) is similar. 
For the proof of (3) it suffices to see that n,(f) can be paired with H’. 
Thus let gE H’. Arguing as in the case (1) we get fw;+l f(x, t) y(x, t) 
dx dt/t, which this time we majorize by jnn C,(f)(x) AZ(g)(x) dx, by the 
basic inequality (4.1). However IICz(f)ll cc = llfllrc and IIAz(g)llLI < 
4 g/l H’7 by the fact that the usual singular integrals map H’ to L’. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
Sometimes it is not convenient to require that 4 have compact support. 
Instead of conditions (i) and (ii) imposed on 4 we may assume: 
(i’) I&x)1 <M(l+ Ix]) -‘-I, IVf$(x)l <M(l+ Ix~))~-‘. 
A result similar to the theorem then holds for p = 1 and 1 < p < co. 
However now it must be braved that 7rm maps Tl atoms to appropriate 
“molecules.” See [6, Theorem 31, for a proof of such facts. 
A particular example which is of interest in the theory of the Cauchy 
integral is d(x) = i sign xe ~ Ix’, when n = 1. Observe that this 4 satisfies 
neither the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) or (i’), (iii); but it can be written as the 
sum of two functions, each satisfying one of the sets of conditions. 
The operator reed sets up a mapping from r$’ to Lp or HP. A mapping in 
the reverse direction is given by any standard square function, such as the 
Lusin area integral. A particular variant of this is as follows. Suppose 
f E L”(K), 1 < p < cc, or f E HP(W), p < 1. Let u(x, t) = P.I.(f) be the 
Poisson integral off‘ and set F(x, t) = t(&(x, t)/at). Then f + F, sets up a 
bounded mapping from Lp (or HP if p 6 1) to T$‘; moreover the condition 
FE T; actually characterizes the fact that f~ Lp (or HP); see [lo]. These 
observations may be combined with Theorem 6, and in one form or 
another have been used previously in [2 and 4). We shall say that a 
function 4, satisfying the conditions (i) to (iiiN) above is of special kind, if 
we have the following identity for all f E Lp or HP: 
y#) = .f aa, t) where F(x, t) = t -, at 24 = PI.(f). 
Notice that it is easy to construct many such 4, even radial and in CF (ITY), 
since the condition (9.5) is equivalent to 
-2x s m &~t)l~lep2”1~1’ dt = 1 all 5 # 0. 0 
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The considerations lead to a quick proof of the atomic decompostion for 
HP, p < 1. In fact, if f~ HP, then as we have observed F= t(&/dt) E Tg. 
Now apply the atomic decomposition of T$ to F. (See Theorem 1 in Sect. 4, 
and Proposition 5 in Sect. 8.) As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 6, 
this leads to the atomic (HP) decomposition of z+(F). 
Another simplification of the atomic decomposition of HP, using related 
ideas, has recently been found by Wilson [16]. By using Theorem 6 
(and (9.5)) one can also prove the complex interpolation theorem for HP 
spaces: 
[HP”, HP’lB = HP ifO<p,<p<pr<co with l/p=(1-B)/p,+B/p,.‘6’ 
Again this result is a simple consequence of the corresponding result for T$ 
spaces; see Proposition 6 in Section 8. 
Similarly one can reprove the result [HW, HP1]B,q = HP if 
O<pO<p< prdco, with l/p=(l-e)/p,+8/p,,p=q. 
C. Multilinear Operators 
We now would like to describe a family of maximal operators; these 
operators arise naturally as multilinear terms obtained in the expansion of 
certain nonlinear analytic operator-valued functions (such as in the Kato 
problem [ 51). 
Let a EL”, Jal G 1, x 20, even in C”, supported in [ - 1, l] with 
x(O) = 1 and let 
be the smoothly truncated (at 00) Hiibert transform. Let 
M:(f) = H,(aH,(a I. aH,(f)) . .) = H,(aH,)kf 
and 
Mk,(f) = sup IMXf)l. 
We then have 
THEOREM 7. For 1 < p < 00, there exists Ck,p so that 
(9.6) 
6 For the purposes of this statement we take H uj = BMO; for the detailed results see the 
survey [12]. 
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The proof proceeds by induction on k and a reduction via Theorem 5 
from k to k-l. This is the same general idea as in the treatment of the Kato 
problem in [S] where Carleson’s theorem plays that role in the reduction. 
Since the argument is quite involved we will explain the passage from k = 1 
to k = 2, and sketch briefly the general argument. 
The proof of Theorem 7 gives also the following. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose a is bounded; then ,u(x, t) = H,(aH,(a *. . H,(a)) 
satisfies the condition (9.2) of Theorem 5. 
We start by observing that 
H, = (Z-P,) H, 
where H is the Hilbert transform and PJf) = l/t sp((x - y)/t) f(y) dy. 
Here p(x) E C” and it satisfies the following estimates 
(This fact can be verified using the Fourier transform; in fact p(x) = 
c( l/x) H(x), and observe that H(x) is odd and C” with decay like l/x.) 
This identity shows that 
M:(f) = Mjk- ‘) (aHf) - Njk’ (f), 
where 
Nlk’(f) = H,(aH,. . . H,W,(f))). 
The idea of the proof is to replace Njk)(f) by 
[H,(aH,a.‘. H,(a))1 p,(f) = vk(x, t) p,(f) 
plus lower-order error terms, and prove that l/II/ j,supz< ,[, Ivk(x, t)lP dt 
6 c, a fact which is an immediate consequence of the inequality for Mk,- ‘. 
The basic ingredient in this argument is the following simple com- 
mutation lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let F,(x) be such that IF,(x) - F,(y)1 < (IX- y//t) g(x), 
Ix - YI < t and a,(x) such that su~,,~ (l/t) f,,, <, la,(x - y)l dy = lll~lll < 1. 
Then 
IH,(a,F,)b) - HAa,) F,(x)1 d g(x). 
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Proof: 
Iff,(@,)(x) - H,(4) F,(x)1 = j x (7) /y; yy)i U(Y) dY 
d g(x) f j x (7) MY)I dy. Q.E.D. 
We start by observing that for k = 0 the inequality (9.6) is well known. 
For k = 1 we use Lemma 1 to estimate 
N(f) - H,(a) P,(f)1 
< IH,(aP,(f)) - H,(a) P,(f)) - H,(a) P,(f)1 6 cf*(x), 
and 
IP,(f)(x) - P,UKY)l6 j f IP (7) - P (+)I If(u)1 du < cf*(x). 
Now to obtain the boundedness in Lp of sup, jH,(u)l jP,(f)l, we need 
only verify that (l/111) JI sup,< ,[, IH,(u)l p dx d c, which is clear, since 
ff,(a)(x) = H,(%l)(X) forxEZ, t< IZI 
(where 31 is the interval with same centers as Z, but expanded by a factor of 
three) implies 
i 
VI s 
sup IH,(u)lpdx&j 
111 R 
sup Iff,(~x~,)lP dx 
11<111 I 
1 
<cm lm,lPdx s 
Q c. 
For k = 2 we introduce 
s:(x) = aa, f) = ff,(aP,(f) - ff,(a) P,(f) 
and observe that 
(1) [s:(x)1 <P,(f), where P,f = l/t [p(x-y/t) f(y)dy and where 
P(Y) 2 xc-j, 3,(Y). 
(2) Is:(x) -s:(Y)1 G cm - yllt)f *(XI. 
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This is immediate since 
<: 
t I lr- p,<31f(Y)dl' 
(f is assumed > 0), 
and similarly 
is easily dominated by cf *(x) 1(x- y)/tl. 
We are now ready to proceed as in the case k = 1. We have 
V(f) = H,(4H,(aP,(f )))) 
= ff,(~ff,(4 C(f )) + Was i) 
= ff,{ (M,(f) + 4 >. 
We apply Lemma 1 to both terms, and we find that 
I~,(~~:)l d IH,(a)l 14 + cf *(x) < W,(u)1 P,(f) + d*(x) 
(here we used the two estimates on s’) and 
lH,(M,(f ))I G IH,(a,)lP,(f I+ cf *(x)9 
where we use the fact that 
1 t s /l. -ro,<, l4x)l 
112 
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The supremum over r of the first term corresponds to the case k = 1; as for 
the second we need to show that v(x, t) = IH,(aH,(a))( satisfies 
1 
7 s 
sup Iv@, t)l” dx < c. 
I l-cl 
We proceed as before observing that 
H,(aH,(a))(x) =fft(~~,(%,))(x) forxEZ, t-c IZ), 
so that if we let g = a~~, we have 
s sup Iv(x, t)lPdx6 I I< 111 j sup IH,(aH,g)l’dx<cj lglpdxdc14 R f 
(where we have used the result for k = 1). 
We now indicate briefly the general induction steps, started as a series of 
lemmas that are proved by induction. We define 
$(a,;.. ak, f)tx) = H,(aks:p ‘) - Ht(CLk) SF- ‘, 
where 
s?(f) = Pl(fh ai = a&) SO that l(lClilll < 1. 
One verifies then 
LEMMA 8. (1) $(a,, . ’ ’ ak ; f ) < ck P(f) and 
(2) I&4 -aJ4 6 ck(lx - v#) f*cx). 
This is easily checked inductively using the estimates on p’“‘(x). 
LEMMA 9. Let ai= H,(u,H,(a,- ,H,,...(H,u,))) then lllailJl d C if 
Il”jlJ~m<l, l<j<i. 
This is clear as in step (2), since H,(uiZZ,,...ZZ,(ul)) =H,(u,,...H,(u,~r) for 
XEZ, t<lZl, and 7=(2i+l)Z. 
LEMMA 10. H,(ukH,(uk- 1 “’ H,(u,P,f))) = c,“=, Hr(akHt(ak- 1 “’ 
Hz(uk-j+l))) Sfp’(ukpj “’ u,,f), where +‘(ukej “’ u,,f) = cf:d s:(al, 
a2, ‘.. al; f) and ai ure us in Lemma 9. 
This lemma reduces the proof of (9.6) to the corresponding inequalities 
for M$) when i<k- 1. 
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